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Immunology: A Short Course, 7th Edition introduces all the critical topics of modern immunology in a

clear and succinct yet comprehensive fashion. The authors offer uniquely-balanced coverage of

classical and contemporary approaches and basic and clinical aspects. The strength of

Immunology: A Short Course is in providing a complete review of modern immunology without the

burden of excessive data or theoretical discussions. Each chapter is divided into short,

self-contained units that address key topics, illustrated by uniformly drawn, full-color illustrations and

photographs.This new edition of Immunology: A Short Course: â€¢Â Has been fully revised and

updated, with a brand new art program to help reinforce learningâ€¢Â Includes a new chapter on

Innate Immunity to reflect the growth in knowledge in this area â€¢Â Highlights important therapeutic

successes resulting from targeted antibody therapiesâ€¢Â Includes end of chapter summaries and

review questions, a companion website at www.wileyimmunology.com/coicoÂ featuring interactive

flashcards, USMLE-style interactive MCQs, figures as PowerPoint slides, and case-based material

to help understand clinical applications
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This is seriously a great book, the first 3 chapters are terrible and hard to read because they try to

throw everything in there at once to introduce it but get past those and I think you'll love this

overview of immunology. It's not scary with its detail but it give enough to be captivating and cause

you to want to look stuff up on Wiki. Really surprised at how well it flows from chapter to chapter.



Professors, this is the book to get. Affordable for the students, just enough info for one semester

and from a students perspective, a well illustrated and thoroughly interesting dive into the topic of

immunology. I can't tell you mine is well high-lighted and bookmarked. I loved it for my 300 level

course.

This book is really well written! I'm reading it cover to cover and it is pretty easy to follow. Its

language is sometimes unclear and needlessly complicated, but technically correct and that's what

you've got to go for in these types of books I suppose! I prefer the Sompayrac Immunology text

which reads easier, but this one is definitely more detailed and better explained.

Great undergraduate level book. Easy to read and understand, as well as interesting (it didn't put

me to sleep). Definitely recommend, as the reading really helped me understand the material of the

course.

Item exactly as described. Readable and authoritative. Delivered on time as promised. Highest

recommendation!

Book is in great condition.
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